Plan:
• When and where will you share this adventure?
• How can you learn about radio broadcasting?
Who can mentor your Patrol?
• What equipment do you need?
• What will the theme of your radio show be?
• How will you organize the time for your show?
Will you have a script?
Do:
• Learn about and practise your broadcasting
skills, both behind the microphone and in front
of a computer.
• Broadcast to the world!

When taking part in online adventures,
always be careful to protect your
privacy and the privacy of others in
your Patrol. Do not share full names
or other personal information, and do
not post pictures online without an
individual’s permission.

Online Resources:
Scouting Radio

Review:
• What do you know now that you did not know
before?
• How did it feel to broadcast or record?
• How did talking into a microphone affect how
you spoke?
• What feedback did you receive on your radio
show, and how did it make you feel?
• What would you do differently next time?
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Creative Expression

The Adventure:
Have you ever wondered what it’s like to sit in front of a microphone
and share your thoughts and personality with the world? It wasn’t
very long ago that broadcasting over the air was the only way to
be in radio. This meant you needed some expensive technical
equipment and the legal right to broadcast—both pretty
big obstacles!
Today, the internet has made it easy to reach out to the world in all
kinds of ways. Online broadcasting is more popular than ever, and it’s a fun way for your
Patrol to connect with other Scout Troops. Whether live-streaming or recording carefully edited
podcasts, you can give sitting behind a microphone a try!
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